


THE SOUTHERN REGION of Puglia, tucked into the instep of Italy's boot, 

is full of undiscovered treasures, as much so for Italians as for visitors to Italy. 

One such treasure is the Itria Valley: its rolling country-

side, covered with sage-coloured olive trees, extends from Conversano and Gioia del 

Colle in the west to Ostuni and Martina Franca in the east. Apart from being very 

picturesque, the valley is home to an extraordinary type of house - the trullo.

As you drive into the valley you begin to see tiny circular white-washed stone houses 

topped with grey slate roofs dotting the countryside. As more clusters of these little houses 

appear on each side of the road, you begin to wonder if you have passed, Alice-like, 

through the looking glass into another world. It makes you start dreaming
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TASTEFUL   DESIGN

The main central structure of the Paroli's house is three rooms, one 

of which was the main stall, used for a donkey or cow, and is now 

the main bedroom. The bed in this room is made from two beams 

that sit on limestone structures. Their clothes are stored in wooden 

boxes under the bed.

Three smaller rooms lead off the main rooms - the bathroom, 

kitchen, and studio, and these are connected by small doors.

"We've left the stone exposed in the internal walls because they 

are so beautiful in themselves,' Ado told me. 'To plaster over them, 

as many people do here, is an architectural crime.' It is equally bad 

to stuff the rooms with furniture that upstages the structure. This,'

of buying a little trullo of your own. A quick check of the prices 

reveals that these beguiling little houses are 'truly' affordable.

GOODBYE  TUSCANT ,   HELLO    PUGLIA

Ludovico and Raffaella Paroli, who live near Varese, in the north -

ern province of Lombardy, bought and restored a trullo two years 

ago as a holiday home.

'We actually wanted a small house in Tuscany where we could 

holiday with friends and enjoy plenty of blue sky and a milder 

climate', explains Ludovico, 'but Tuscany was too pricey for us. 

Then the architects from Sitidoltremare.it suggested a country house 

in Puglia - charming, great weather, and cheap.'

Their trullo sits on a gentle hill in the Contrada Chiobbica, in 

the countryside surrounding the beautiful town of Ostuni. It has 

several rooms, each with its own cone-shaped roof.

HUMBLE   BEGINNINGS

Trulli are farm cottages born from tax evasion. Built without 

cement, basically dry stone houses, they were constructed to allow 

for easy dismantling and rebuilding when the tax inspectors from 

the Royal Court of Naples came by. The basic structure of the house 

is a single square room of around 30 square metres with a conical 

roof. When the family needed another room they extended simply 

by adding a second unit that abutted one of the existing walls. The 

lower edges of the steep cone roofs come down to meet the differ -

ent heights of the internal walls with a peak above the front door, 

making the whole structure look like a gingerbread house. The 

cone of each trullo is topped with a decorative pinnacle, a symbol 

originating from sacred icons from Greek, Christian or Jewish 

cultures that have all settled in Puglia over the last 3000 years.

When we first saw our trullo it was falling apart,' says Ludovico. 

'It had been abandoned for at least 25 years but thanks to our 

architects, who found the house we wanted and supervised the 

work, we bought the trullo in August, work started in December 

and by the following August it was finished.'

The architect who managed the restoration, Ado Franchini, 

explains: The trulli were built as small, simple and modest houses. 

The Parolis respected this simplicity, and while they insisted on 

running water, toilets, showers, central heating, electricity, 

telephone and the Internet they also wanted to preserve the build -

ing's links with the past.'
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Ado informs me, 'is a serious symptom 

of bad taste.'

The Parolis agreed with Ado on                     

this and explained that furnishing the                   

trullo was not a problem,  'Firstly              

because rooms are small,  second               

because we don't like the baroque-rococo style of tradi -

tional Puglian furniture. Instead we exploited the exist -

ing niches of the trullo, adding shelving, or using the 

original animal troughs as features rather than covering 

them up or removing them. In fact for storage we've 

copied the original inhabitants and excavated niches 

for book shelves next to our bed and for the radiator' 

(right and opposite).

The spartan design was maintained by running all 

electrical and water tubing under the floors, which are 

paved in local stone. Pure design is not the only princi -

ple behind the desire to maintain the original look of 

the house. The materials and construction methods of 

the Puglia peasants were a kind of forerunner to the 

'modern' concept of eco-architecture.

Trulli are made from locally-sourced stone. The walls 

are up to a metre thick and, together with the air-filled 

conical roofs, they act to maintain a constant temperature 

inside - cool in the summer and warm in the winter.

Outside there is a round courtyard paved with 'Pietre 

di Conigliano', an impermeable stone, which is built to 

collect rainwater in an underground tank. Water in the

'when the sun go does we like to think it takes our worries with it'
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Back in the 1980s architects Ado

Franchini and Giovannella Bianchi di

Donnasibilla realised that the crumbling and

unpopular trulli of Puglia held a certain architectural

beauty and while not the same as the more

famous Tuscan or Umbrian houses, 

that they certainly had charm and style.

As architects who loved old houses

they started to find trulli as they became

available with a view to finding buyers

who wanted to restore them. They now

present trulli and Puglian farm-houses

via their website and although based in

Milan they travel to Puglia twice a month

to oversee projects.

 

www.sitidoltremare.it 

(tel +39 02 29513091)

and kitchen in order to turn it into another studio-flat. The archi -

tect thought of building it under the garden, so it doesn't upset 

the original look of the trullo, also because from the road and 

from outside you can only see the entrance. Plus there are two big 

windows which are in the middle of the garden and give a beau -

tiful light inside the rooms.'

'It might have cost us more than we thought, but I'm extremely 

happy about the result. We reckon our trullo has now a value of 

around 400,000 euros.'

dry Puglia region is precious, and this 

ancient method of collecting water 

still works today.

A R C H I T E C T U R A I,

I N T E G R I T Y

When restoring a trullo, Ado tries to 

use the same materials and tech -

niques used in the past. The original

way of building the trulli is both functional and perfect. That aspect has to 

be maintained to keep its beauty, otherwise it becomes something else.'

Maintaining the architectural integrity of a trullo does not come cheap. 

The cost of the restoration can be double the purchase price due to the 

very specific and very labour-intensive skills involved. But they cost 

nothing to buy, so the result is quite affordable and the finished houses 

look incredible.'

The roof usually has to be dismantled and rebuilt by hand, literally 

stone by stone. 'I always use local craftsmen - called trullari,' explains 

Ado. The skill was dying out but a new generation of trullari are very 

professional. Some of them are simply amazing - they can rebuild a roof 

with four vaults with a central square, using the same techniques as the 

Romans, in only a few days'

ADDED  VALUE

The Parolis' courtyard is a magical spot. 'In summer we love to have dinner 

outside,' reveals Ludovico, 'and watch the golden Puglia sun disappearing 

behind the hill at the back of the house. We like to think that when the 

sun goes down it takes all of our worries with it.'

'Since it's possible to enlarge the living space by digging extra rooms, 

we've built an independent extension - which now we use as storage and 

garage for our car (top) - but have all the facilities to build a bathroom


